Superior Court of California, County of Santa Clara
SECTION II: PRETRIAL PILOT PROJECT NARRATIVE
1. OPERATIONAL STATUS OF CURRENT PRETRIAL PROGRAM
Current Program
Santa Clara County’s Office of Pretrial Services (PTS) began in 1969 with a federal
grant. When funding expired in 1974, the County took over fiscal responsibility for the program.
The program has expanded over the years. Currently the program includes the use of electronic
monitoring, global positioning monitoring and both continual and random alcohol monitoring as
release options. An audit of the agency substantiated the cost-effectiveness of the program,
showing that over a six-month period in 2011, the program saved the County nearly $32 million
in jail bed costs.
PTS is operational across all courthouses and the Main Jail detention facility. Annually,
the Main Jail Complex receives and books approximately 38,000 persons. The information
system, Pretrial Online Production System (POPS) allows for case initiation, pretrial assessment
and case management, to permit continuity of information among the following units:
Jail: PTS officers are present 24/7 at the Main Jail to facilitate earliest pre-arraignment release,
making recommendations based on interviews, the pretrial risk assessment and the individual’s
records.
Office: PTS officers prepare reports for arraignments, and, at the judge’s request, at any court
hearings for further consideration of release on Own Recognizance (OR) or Supervised Own
Recognizance Release (SORP). PTS officers also monitor and ensure compliance with more
intensive conditions set by the court, including providing drug testing services; refer clients to
other services ordered by the court, such as mental health treatment; oversee electronic
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monitoring and voluntary home detention; and provide personal reminders of upcoming court
dates.
Drug Testing: PTS officers conduct random drug and alcohol testing for people released on
SORP, and provides drug and alcohol testing for Prop 36 probationers.
Clerical: Staff make appointments for clients with PTS, process client record checks for PTS and
gathers information for reports and assessments.
Expansion Initiatives
The plan to expand and enhance PTS to meet the pilot goals and scope is as follows:
(1) Increase the safe and efficient pre-arraignment review and pretrial release of individuals
booked into jail by expanding own recognizance and monitored release: PTS will enhance
electronic monitoring capabilities by implementing release outside of normal business hours
(weekends, evenings and holidays); and expand bench warrant review process to reduce the
number of individuals being held prior to arraignment and sentencing.
The Court will add the following staff positions: Clerks for processing real time orders,
case management input, preparation of calendar and expediting orders to accommodate the new
expansion and volume of the population served, a Court Commissioner to address the new
population of Pre-Arraignment Representation and Review Team (PARR) and misdemeanor
bench warrants, full time analysts for research and evaluation to maintain existing and future
reporting requirements to move towards data driven management; full time analysts to work
closely with internal and external partners, write a policy and procedure manual, provide
community outreach forums and develop Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) for ongoing
evaluation and to ensure program goals are being met. In addition, limited term staff will be
added to support all technical development. Mandated information will be provided in a
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standardized way and accessible by building a sophisticated integration bridge between the Court
case management system and pretrial POPS.
(2) Expand monitoring practices of those released pre-arraignment and pretrial with the least
restrictive interventions necessary to enhance public safety and return to court: PTS will continue
to utilize electronic monitoring including the following options: Continuous Alcohol Monitoring
(CAM), Random Alcohol Monitoring (RAM), Global Positioning (GPS) tracking and Home
Detention, all of which allow clients to remain out of custody and attend work, school or other
engagements as long as they remain sober or compliant. The EMP population has increased
dramatically from a monthly average of approximately 53 supervised cases in 2015, 166 cases in
2017 and currently over 400 as of June 2019. Funding will allow for program expansion to
address the increase in population, to provide services outside normal business hours, establish a
PARR Team and misdemeanor bench warrant process. PTS will continue to provide formal and
intensive pretrial supervision, including providing drug testing services; referring individuals to
other services ordered by the court, such as mental health treatment; monitoring compliance with
any other conditions imposed by the court; and providing personal reminders of upcoming court
dates.
(3) Expand the use and validation of pretrial risk assessment tools that make their factors,
weights, and studies publicly available: PTS created the current Santa Clara County Pretrial Risk
Assessment in 2012 with technical assistance from the Pretrial Justice Institute (PJI) and it has
been utilized since 2013. The development and utilization of a validated assessment is similar to
many different initiatives across the country and is in response to justice system officials’
demand for evidence-based and cost-effective policies and practices. PJI recommended that the
assessment tool be revalidated within three to five years to maintain its relevance and accuracy,
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and, over the past two years, PTS has reviewed the assessment tool and decided new legal and
evidenced-based options are available. Therefore, the County chose to move towards Arnold
Venture who created the Public Safety Assessment (PSA) based on statistical analysis of
approximately 750,000 cases over 300 jurisdictions. The PSA has nine factors which correlated
with an increased risk of defendants committing new criminal activity (NCA), committing a new
violent criminal activity (NVCA) or failing to appear (FTA) in court if released before trial. PTS
has a vendor on site to help implement the PSA into the current framework. In addition, this will
allow for State reporting requirements on all relevant PTS outcomes, integration efforts,
development and auditing of future data elements and tool and continued research on PTS best
practices; and the pilot PARR Team Project.
(4) Assess any disparate impact or bias that may result from the implementation of these projects
in order to better understand and reduce biases based on race, ethnicity, and gender in pretrial
release decision-making: Given existing and ongoing research on implicit bias, key entities such
as the National Center for State Courts (NCSC) and the Judicial Council of California (JCC)
have provided many resources and trainings for more than a decade for judicial officers and staff
to increase awareness of implicit bias and how to address it. This effort will be expanded to
provide annual training to all judges and staff beginning year 1. We will be deliberate in
targeting and prioritize identifying relevant and effective resources for dissemination to staff.
The concept of implicit bias will further highlight the importance of using risk tools and
measures. This will further be used as a springboard to educate the community on implicit bias
and pretrial services. Key leaders will be included and used to expand educational network.
2. ASSESSMENT
Persons with eligible misdemeanor and felony on-view arrests and arrest warrants are
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booked at the Main Jail and assessed by the Jail Unit within 1-4 hours of booking. PTS officers,
based on information from the pretrial risk assessment, interview and the individual’s records,
recommend OR, SORP or denial of OR/SORP via reports produced and transmitted
electronically to a judge 24 hours a day, 7 seven days a week. (See Exhibit D.) Approximately
2,700 people are booked per month on new charges and 400 people are released on bail. Exhibit
A attached provides data on OR, SORP and bail releases from October 2017 through February
2019.
3. RELEASE DECISIONS AND CONDITIONS
The PTS process of conducting the interview, reviewing records and submitting a
recommendation typically takes an hour. The Court will consistently review recommendations
and make decisions throughout the day, evening and early morning. Additionally, if emergency
cases come in a judge is accessible in order to review and render a decision (judicial officers are
available for pre-arraignment release decisions 24 hours a day, 7 days a week). Persons in
custody are released as soon as ordered. Funding will allow for the expansion of misdemeanor
bench warrant reviews. PTS will identify individuals for possible SORP release in lieu of being
held in custody. Clients with misdemeanor bench warrants (many of which are for failure to
appear) will be screened by PTS (upon self-surrender or through booking) and, if eligible, will be
released to Pretrial supervision and given a new court date. In 2016, there were approximately
11,334 misdemeanor bench warrants for which individuals brought into custody were not
assessed by PTS. Of those warrants, approximately 6,024 (53%) reached disposition within 30
days and 4,395 (39%) were resolved within three days. PTS would focus on diverting the 0-3
day bench warrants first, which alone would result in eliminating about 6,000 jail bed-days.
Additionally, PTS would expand from there, with a goal to divert at least 10,000 bookings. PTS
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would add PTS officers to review these cases on a daily basis to determine eligibility for SORP
release. This would help reduce the number of individuals being held prior to arraignment and
sentencing.
Funding will also allow for the pilot of a PARR Team, a multi-disciplinary collaborative
effort between PTS and the Office of the Public Defender (PDO) and Office of the District
Attorney (DAO). The PARR team will reduce the social and economic damage of incarceration
on criminal defendants and those dependent on them by (1) focusing on reducing wealth-based
disparities by providing access to pre-arraignment representation; and (2) safely reducing the jail
population through the development of release plans that mitigate risk by directing individuals to
existing county services early in the court process.
The PARR team will meet daily and prioritize jail bookings from the previous 24 hours.
Prioritized cases will have a low or medium pretrial risk score but were denied non-financial prearraignment release by the duty judge. The PTS officer will present a list of all jail bookings
along with the associated case/client information gathered during the PTS jail interview. The
PARR team will target 10 cases per day for early representation and review and finalize a
comprehensive, collaborative release plan to be proposed to the Court at arraignment. The
release plans will include services to address attending court appearances, victim/public safety,
substance abuse, mental health, anger management as well as any other individual needs. The
release plans will be presented to the judge at arraignment who will then decide whether or not to
release the individual for supervised released through PTS.
PTS completes a monthly average of 1,500 pre-arraignment recommendations and 1,000
recommendations at arraignment. Exhibit B attached provides data on pre-arraignment releases
and data/outcomes on recommendations at arraignment for May 2019. The average turnaround
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time for at arraignment releases is 6-8 hours.
Santa Clara County jails are not operating under a state or federal jail cap. Since
implementation of current PTS processes, jail capacity has been significantly reduced from being
over capacity in 2011 (105%) to well under capacity today (80%). The current PTS release
conditions matrix is attached as Exhibit C. The matrix will be revised during the transition to the
PSA.
The Court has not had funding to support PTS or data exchange and does not have formal
policies and procedures in place outlining the responsibilities and workflow of the pretrial
release process between PTS and the Court. This funding will allow for establishment of
resources that will provide oversight of the program, processing of PTS information, triaging of
cases with internal and external partners, a written policy and procedural manual and streamline
processes to gain consistency in practice. CQI will be created for ongoing evaluation and to
ensure program goals are being met. PTS has policies and procedures establishing Case
Presentation, Probable Cause Background and Procedures and Bail Setting and Magistrate
Review that outline the coordination of releases between PTS and the Court.
4. GRANT REQUIREMENTS
The Court and County have a great history of achieving success collaboratively on
various data sharing initiatives. The Court and County will work together to collect the various
data elements that have been identified in the Request for Application (RFA) Attachment D.
The High Level Plan
Data Collection: Through our collaborative analysis of the grant application, we have verified
that the Court and County PTS are already collecting the requested data as part of our normal
processes. Our efforts will be focused on sharing, normalizing, organizing and correlating the
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data we have into a central, standardized local repository for secure and efficient transport to the
Judicial Council Information Technology Department (JCIT) cloud repository for further
reporting and analysis. (See Exhibit E1 and Exhibit E2.)
Local Data Sharing: The Court and County PTS will work together to define and develop the
necessary web service data exchange interfaces over the Court/County WAN link to supply a
secure local Court repository with County PTS related data. The Court and County technology
teams will use existing enterprise data sharing patterns that have worked well for us in previous
data sharing initiatives.
Data Repository: A secure normalized data repository based on the requirements listed in
Attachment D will be developed and hosted by the Court to hold the combined agencies’ data.
The interfaces developed in collaboration with PTS will feed this repository.
Data Quality: The Court and County have worked extensively together on data quality concerns
in previous integration and data sharing initiatives. The tools we have used in the past included
(but are not limited to) extensive logging of problem or exception data, real time notifications of
data mismatches and various data mapping algorithms to insure data consistency (all of which
log the exception cases for review). A combination of these techniques will be required in this
solution and require sophisticated technology to be developed to deliver both real-time
notifications and a management console for user review and remediation of errors and
exceptions. Utilization of county and court clerical staffing will be needed in this area.
The repository will be designed with staging areas where data is received by County PTS
in various formats, and later processed for insertion into the main normalized tables. Upon
receiving data from PTS, post data delivery processes will run in the background that analyze the
payloads for data quality and standards compliance. Exceptions will be generated for any
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problem data and the appropriate PTS staff will be notified electronically and directed to the PTS
management console for review and correction. Upon passing the quality and standards process,
the data will be further processed for normalization and linking to appropriate court records, via
court clerical staff. The goal will be to have an organized, normalized and standardized set of
PTS and Court data that is properly linked by all related keys such as case number and local
party identifiers. This will make the data more dependable and provide for an easy to use data
set when completing further analysis using tools such as Microsoft BI or Tableau.
Integration with the JCC: The Court will work collaboratively with JCIT for the preferred data
shipment method to the JCIT-hosted cloud repository; the Court is prepared to implement
various data exchange methods such as (but not limited to) real time web service API’s, flat files
in batch, etc.
Electronic Filing: Filing of documents electronically is critical to the overall efficiency of pretrial
services and criminal processing in general by the Courts. Currently the load falls squarely on
the Courts through massive scanning efforts. In Santa Clara County, our local rules allow filing
criminal documents electronically, but we are hindered by our eFile vendor’s (Tyler – File and
Serve) inability to file documents containing criminal history data. We have developed our own
custom solution to proceed with eFiling with our local DA. As part of this grant, we envision
creating significant efficiencies for both PTS and the Courts by developing a criminal eFiling
solution that can be used by PTS and other criminal justice partners.
Standardization and Reuse: Santa Clara County Superior Court is a champion for branch wide
technology initiatives and is committed to developing our solutions in a standardized and
reusable way so they can be leveraged by other courts; initiatives such as CourtStack. Our vision
would be to develop the PTS reporting repository in a standardized way so that any integration
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between our repository and JCIT could be a component of CourtStack CourtConnect for broader
branch wide consumption. Likewise, the eFiling solution would be developed for criminal
filings in a reusable standardized way as an integrated component of CourtStack CourtHub thus
allowing it to be used branch wide.
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EXHIBIT B

EXHIBIT C

EXHIBIT D

EXHIBIT E1
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